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C r yo n i t e ®

a safe proven concept

Cryonite is an environmentally friendly and
patented technology that makes use of liquid
carbon dioxide to freeze insects to death.
The nozzle ejects a carbon dioxide snow of
optimum particle size and speed that quickly
eliminates insects. The technology has been
tried and tested. The method is already used
in many parts of the world to combat
crawling insects.
®

The Cryonite® system consists of a unique,
patented nozzle, which connects to a carbon
dioxide cylinder with a long flexible hose.
The lance is extendable to permit good
accessibility and ensures outstanding results
even in difficult-to-reach areas.

Ready to use –
everywhere
Cryonite is a 100% organic
method that does not leave
residues. This minimizes
production downtime,
which reduces costs.
Cryonite’s benefits make
it a perfect tool to combat
pests in hospitality, restaurant,
stored product and health
care settings.
®

Trigger

Security Lock

Ergonomic handle
with adjustable
flow rate

Quick coupling
with dust cap

Flexible
gooseneck

High
pressure
hose with
quick
disconnect

Just Freeze with

Cryonite® is easy to use, with minimal
personal protection required. The absence of
pesticides and residues means that treatment
can take place with no need to evacuate staff.

C r yo n i t e ®

fast and efficient

As society surrounds itself with increasingly
technical and electrical gadgets, pests will
always find new places to invade. However,
it can be dangerous and destructive to apply
pesticides to electronics and appliances.
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bug

With Cryonite® there is no need to shut down
the entire building to manage a small wall
socket or electrical contact point in a single
room. Treating pests with Cryonite® is a
minimally invasive solution.

small
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A perfect IPM tool
Cryonite® is a perfect
complement to other
processes and products.
It can become a regular
part of hygiene routines, and
contribute to maintaining
an insect-free environment.
Just freeze with Cryonite®
– it is a simple way to
eliminate insects.

RIFLE
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Killing insects by freezing is a
well-documented method. A fast
temperature drop increases the efficiency.
The patented Cryonite® system is manufactured with the finest parts and can be
serviced or repaired in the United States. The system includes all hardware, hoses,
safety glasses, protective gloves, manual, and instructional video. (The Cryonite®
system does not include the CO2 cylinder.)

Extendable and flexible
Lance with variable trigger
mechanism security lock.

Lance

www.cryonite.com

